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The FASEB Journal • Research Communication

NADH fluorescence lifetime is an endogenous reporter of
a-synuclein aggregation in live cells

Nicoletta Plotegher,* Chiara Stringari,†,1 Sohail Jahid,† Marina Veronesi,‡ Stefania Girotto,‡

Enrico Gratton,†,2 and Luigi Bubacco*,2

*Department of Biology, University of Padua, Padua, Italy; †Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics,
Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, California, USA; and
‡Department of Drug Discovery and Development, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Genoa, Italy

ABSTRACT a-Synuclein (aS) aggregation has been
amply investigated for its involvement in Parkinson’s dis-
ease because its amyloid fibrils are themain constituent of
Lewy bodies, one of the hallmarks of the disease. aS ag-
gregationwas studied here in vitro and in cellularmodels to
correlate aggregation products with toxicity mechanisms.
Independent resultspublishedelsewhere suggested that aS
overexpression and/or aggregation may impair cellular
metabolism and cause mitochondrial damage. In this
context, we report the characterization of changes in
NADH fluorescence properties in vitro and in human em-
bryonic kidney 293 cells upon aS aggregation. The appli-
cationof thephasor approach to studyNADHfluorescence
lifetime and emission allowed us to identify changes that
correlate with aS aggregation. In particular, the fraction of
bound NADH, characterized by longer lifetimes in com-
parison to free NADH, is increased, and the maximum of
the NADH emission is shifted toward shorter wavelengths
in the presence of aggregating aS both in vitro and in cells.
These data suggest that NADH binds to aggregated aS.
NMR experiments in vitro substantiate such binding,
which occurs during aggregation. NADH fluorescence
is thus useful to detect aS aggregation and by extension
the associated oxidative stress.—Plotegher, N., Stringari,
C., Jahid, S., Veronesi, M., Girotto, S., Gratton, E.,
Bubacco, L. NADH fluorescence lifetime is an endoge-
nous reporter of a-synuclein aggregation in live cells.
FASEB J. 29, 2484–2494 (2015). www.fasebj.org

Key Words: Parkinson’s disease • amyloid • FLIM • spectral im-
aging • phasor

a-SYNUCLEIN (AS) IS A 140 amino acid protein that is abun-
dantly expressed at presynaptic terminals in mammalian
brain (1). Its physiologic function is still unclear, but it has
been shown that aS is involved in synaptic plasticity (2),
neurotransmitter release (3–5), synaptic vesicle recycling,
and soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment
protein receptor complex assembly (6). The associa-
tion of aS with Parkinson’s disease (PD) arises from the

observation that single-point mutations in the SNCA
gene, encoding the aS protein, as well as gene duplica-
tion or triplication lead to an autosomal-dominant form
of this neurodegenerative disorder (7). Moreover, PD is
characterized by 1) the prevalent death of dopaminergic
neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta and by 2) the
presence of intraneuronal inclusions containing protein
aggregates, termed Lewy bodies (LBs), in parkinsonian
brains (8). The main constituent of LBs is aS, assembled
into amyloid fibrils, which show a secondary structure of
predominantly b-sheets (9). The assembly of aS fibrils in
its early stages involves the formation of a heterogeneous
ensemble of oligomeric species. Fibrillization of aS has
been widely studied in vitro using fluorescence spectros-
copy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and
atomic force microscopy (10). More recently, new mi-
croscopy techniques for characterizing the aggregation
process in cells have been applied (11–13). It is essential
to study aS aggregation in live cells when aiming at the
identification of the toxicity mechanisms through which
aS oligomers or higher aggregates act. The cellular
models acquired even more importance when it was
shown that aS oligomeric species and fibrillar fragments
could be responsible for spreading the aS aggregation
process from unhealthy to healthy neurons (14–16).

Aggregation of aS in cells can be studied using b-sheet-
sensitive exogenous dyes, such as Thioflavin S, or by using
aS-specific antibody staining (17). An alternative approach
to study aS aggregation in live cells requires conjugation of
native aS with either a fluorescent molecule or a fluores-
cent protein (18, 19) because an endogenous probe for
aggregated aS has not been identified. Furthermore, early-
stage oligomerization is difficult to detect because oligo-
meric species are transient and heterogeneous (10).

Abbreviations: aS, a-synuclein; d1, delay time; FBS, fetal
bovine serum; FLIM, fluorescence lifetime imaging micros-
copy; HEK293, human embryonic kidney 293; LB, Lewy body;
LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; PD, Parkinson’s disease; TEM,
transmission electron microscopy; WaterLOGSY, water-ligand
observed via gradient spectroscopy
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Interestingly, aS accumulation in cell models and in vivo
was shown to cause impairment ofmitochondrial complex
I (20, 21). The production of reactive oxygen species by
complex I is a general feature associatedwithPDandaging
(22); aS was shown to localize in the mitochondrial mem-
brane (23) and to translocate to the mitochondria under
stress conditions (24). Moreover, it has been reported that
aS accumulation leads to mitochondrial fragmentation
(25) and dysfunction (26–30).

The results presented here suggest that aS is associated
with impairment of metabolism due to mitochondrial
damage and resultant oxidative stress, perturbing NADH:
NAD+ ratio.Wemonitored freeandboundNADHpoolsby
measuring the NADH fluorescence lifetime in live cells as
a way to probe the NADH/NAD+ equilibrium. Bird et al.
(31) showed that NADH:NAD+ correlates with the ratio
between free andboundNADH,which can bedetermined
according to their different fluorescence lifetimes. We
measured variations of NADH/NAD+ (approximately
free/bound NADH) associated with aS overexpression
and aggregation in living cells using a very sensitive ap-
proach, termed phasor fluorescence lifetime imaging
microscopy (FLIM) (32). To independently validate the
association between the variation in NADH fluorescence
properties and aS aggregation observed in cells, we
measured NADH fluorescence lifetime and spectra and
NMR properties in an in vitro aS aggregation assay.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Solution and aS aggregate preparation

Recombinant aS was obtained as previously described (33), sus-
pended in sterile PBS (pH7.4) at a concentration of;250mM.A
250 mM NADH solution was prepared in PBS (pH 7.4). The
NADH fluorescence spectrum and lifetime were measured
in buffer, mixed 1:1 with 1000 U/ml lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH) (L3916; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), mixed 1:1
with the 250 mM aS solution, or preparing an aggregated sam-
ple from equimolar aS:NADH solution shaking for 2 weeks at
1000 rpm at 37°C.

TEM measurements

TEM samples were prepared by adsorbing a 15 ml aliquot taken
from an aS/NADH aggregated sample, prepared as previously
described, onto a carbon-coated copper grid. Negative staining
was then performed with a 0.05% uranyl acetate solution. TEM
micrographs were acquired on a Tecnai G2 12 Twin instrument
(FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA).

NMR experiments

For all the NMR experiments, aS samples were prepared in
20 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4). Samples for water-ligand observed
via gradient spectroscopy (WaterLOGSY) and R2 filter experi-
mentswerepreparedby incubating identical aliquotsof aS (5mM)
in a thermoshaker at 37°C at 1000 rpm. At different incubation
times, NADH (100 mM, final concentration) was added to the aS
aliquots just before recording the NMR spectra.

All NMR experiments were performed at 298 K on a Bruker
Ultrashield Plus FT-NMR 600 MHz ADVANCE III equipped
with a Cryoprobe QCI 1H/19F–13C/15N–D and with a SampleJet

autosampler with temperature control (Bruker Corporation,
Billerica, MA, USA). For each sample, reference 1D 1H spectra of
the incubated protein and NADH samples alone were recorded
before mixing them. In the 1H NMR spectrum, multiple solvent
suppression was achieved with the excitation sculpting sequence
(34, 35); the 2 selective 180° square pulses and the 4 pulsed field
gradients of the scheme were 2.7 and 1.2 ms in duration, re-
spectively. The gradient recovery time was 0.2 ms. A mixture of 5
planar fluorinated molecules (1-[4-(5-trifluoromethyl-imidazo
[1,2-a]pyrimidin-7-yl)-piperidin-1-yl]-ethanone; 5-piperidin-3-
yl-7-trifluoromethyl-imidazo[1,2-a]pyrimidine; 2H-chromen-3-yl-
[2-(trifluoromethyl)-6,8-dihydro-5H-imidazo[1,2-a]pyrazin-7-yl]
methanone; 2-methoxy-1-[4-[6-methyl-4-(trifluoromethyl)isoxazolo
[5,4-b]pyridin-3-yl]-1-piperidyl]ethanone; and [5-amino-1-(4-
trifluoromethoxy-phenyl)-1H-pyrazol-4-yl]-piperidin-4-yl-methanone),
shown in Supplemental Fig. S7, was added to the incubated
protein as a control, to verify possible nonspecific interactions.

WaterLOGSY NMR experiments used a 2.7 ms selective rectan-
gular 180° pulse at the water signal frequency and a nuclear over-
hauser effectmixing time of 1.5 seconds, with a number of scans of
1024 and a delay time (d1) of 2 s. 1H R2 filter experiments were
recorded with a spin-echo scheme with a total t of 0.96 s, 64 scans,
and a d1 of 3 s. 19F R2 filter experiments were recorded with a spin-
echo scheme with a total t of 0.6 s, 64 scans, and a d1 of 3 s.

Seed preparation

Fragments of recombinant aS fibrils, termed seeds, for cell
treatments were prepared as follows: lyophilized aS was resus-
pended in PBS (pH 7.4) and aggregated for 2 weeks at 37°C
with shaking at 1000 rpm; fibrils were then pelleted, washed
and suspended in sterile PBS (pH 7.4), and sonicated with a tip
sonicator. Seed concentration was calculated as the equivalent
monomeric aS concentration by measuring supernatant con-
centration after pelleting thefibrils and estimating the amount of
protein in the fibrils by difference.

Cell cultures and transfection

Human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells were cultured in
DMEM,supplementedwith10%fetalbovine serum(FBS),50U/ml
penicillin, and 50 mg/ml streptomycin (Gibco, Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 37°C in 5% CO2. Cells were plated at
;70%confluency in 35mmPetri disheswith 14mmmicrowells,
properly designed for imaging (MatTek Corporation, Ashland,
MA, USA) and coated with fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich).
pcDNA empty vector or pcDNA-aS was overexpressed using
Lipofectamine (Invitrogen, Life Technologies) as transfection
reagent, following the manufacturer’s protocol. The plasmid
amount was 2 mg (DNA:Lipofectamine was 1:2.5). When
needed, 1–3 mM seeds were added to the Lipofectamine and
DNA mix before the transfection.

Western blot

HEK293 cell samples were lysed with a lysis buffer [20 mM Tris
(pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM sodium pyrophos-
phate, 1 mM glycerophosphate, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate,
and 1% Triton X-100] supplemented with protease inhibitor
cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich) and centrifuged to eliminate cellular
debris. Samples of the control cell lysate and of the cells over-
expressing aS lysate were loaded onto an SDS-PAGE (13%) and
after running blotted onto a PVDF membrane. aS was detected
using the MJFR1 antibody (Abcam Incorporated, Cambridge,
MA, USA) and quantification with ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda,
MD, USA).
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Wide-field and confocal imaging

Cellswerefixed inmethanol at220°C, permeabilized inPBSwith
0.1%TritonX-100, and blocked with PBS supplemented with 5%
FBS. Blocked cells were then stained with a mouse monoclonal
primaryantibody against aS (Cell SignalingTechnology,Danvers,
MA,USA)diluted1:200 inPBSwith 5%FBS.The counterstaining
was performedwith Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG, diluted
1:200(Invitrogen,LifeTechnologies).Cellswerealso stainedwith
Hoechst 33242 (Invitrogen, Life Technologies) to visualize the
nuclei. Wide-field fluorescence images were collected with an
inverted wide-field microscope (Leica DMI 4000B; Leica Micro-
systems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA), and higher-resolution fluo-
rescence microscopy images were acquired with a confocal
microscope (Nikon Eclipse E6000; Tokyo, Japan).

Multiphoton, fluorescence lifetime, and spectral imaging

Fluorescence lifetime imaging was performed using a Zeiss 710
with a 363/1.4 oil-immersion objective (Carl Zeiss Gesellschaft
mit beschränkter Haftung, Jena, Germany), coupled with a Ti:
Sapphire laser (Mai Tai; Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, CA, USA)
and an ISS A320 FastFLIM (Champaign, IL, USA). The acquisi-
tion settingswere as follows: an image size of 2563 256pixels and
pixel dwell time of 25 ms/pixel. A dichroic filter (690 nm) sepa-
rated thefluorescence signal from the laser light, and a short-pass
filter (610 nm) was placed in front of the photomultiplier
(H7422P-40; Hamamatsu, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan). The ex-
citation wavelength for NADH was 740 nm.

A 495 nm long-pass filter separates the blue and the green
fluorescence. NADH fluorescence was collected through
a 460/80 nm filter.

The software used for data acquisition and analysis was
SimFCS, developed at the Laboratory for FluorescenceDynamics
(University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA, USA; http://www.lfd.
uci.edu). FLIM calibration was obtained by measuring the life-
time of fluorescein, which is known to be 4.04 ns. Data were ac-
quired until.100 counts were collected in the brightest pixel of
the image.

Dataacquisition for spectralphasorexperimentswasperformed
on a Zeiss 710 using a 363/1.4 oil objective, coupled with a Ti:
sapphire laser, exciting the sample at 740 nm. The images were
acquired in the spectral mode of the microscope using Zeiss soft-
ware, using 32 channels with 9.73nmof bandwidth, from416.32 to
727.65 nm. Pixel dwell time was 177 ms, image size was 5123 512
pixels, and each imagewas the result of averaging 2–4 acquisitions.

FLIM data analysis

Every pixel in the FLIM image was transformed to a pixel in the
phasor plot, as described previously by Digman et al. (32) in 2008:
the coordinates g and s of each point in the phasor plot were
calculated from the fluorescence-intensity decay in the corre-
sponding pixel in the FLIM image. The cluster analysis of the
phasor plot allowed for identifying clusters of pixels with similar
lifetimes. For the analysis of the average lifetime in each cell
(whole cell or cell cytoplasm), the regions of interest in every
frame were selected and the average g and s values calculated
(36). The data analysis was always performed using SimFCS, and
statistical significance was estimated with t test using OriginPro 8
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA).

Spectral data analysis

Phasor transformations are used to transform the spectral
changes occurring at each pixel in a spectral image acquired into

a phasor plot as described below. The phasor plot shows the
spectral properties of each pixel as a function of the coordinates
of that pixel in a 360° circle, in which the angle is associated with
the wavelength of the spectral maximum and the distance of the
pixel from 0 with the fluorescence intensity. This idea was first
proposed by Fereidouni et al. (37), and spectral phasor trans-
formation was adapted from the equations proposed for the
phasor-FLIM approach (32).

RESULTS

NADH is the main autofluorescence source in
HEK293 cells

We first identified NADH as the main contributor to the
autofluorescence signal observed at 460 nm in live cells
upon excitation at 740 nm. Autofluorescence at 460 nm
using excitation at 740 nm is an established method to
detect variations inNADHandNAD+ relative amounts and
in general to monitor cellular and mitochondrial metab-
olism (36, 38–42).However, to exclude the contribution of
otherfluorescent sources,weexploredother regionsof the
autofluorescence absorption spectrum. As reported in
Supplemental Fig. S1, exciting cell samples at different
wavelengths (720, 760, 800, and 850 nm) did not lead to
any increase in the detected signal, ruling out the possi-
bility of a large contribution to the fluorescence from fla-
vins or lipofuscins, which have large 2-photon absorption
spectra at longer wavelengths (43, 44). The emission
maxima we measured in HEK293 cells upon 2-photon ex-
citation at 740 nm were at 460 nm, which corresponds to
the NADH emission maximum. Therefore, we concluded
that the lifetime changes described below are mainly at-
tributable to variations in NADH lifetime.

NADH lifetime variation in cell models for
aS aggregation

Although NADH fluorescence intensity variations are de-
pendent on its concentration, the NADH fluorescence
lifetime and emission spectrum line shapes do not suffer
from this limitation, which is a high source of variability
when studying living cells. For this reason, we chose to
characterize NADH fluorescence in terms of its lifetime
in our aS aggregation cell models. The phasor trans-
formations applied to the fluorescence lifetime measure-
ment method allowed us to identify and quantify free and
bound NADH at a single pixel resolution (32). The free
and bound NADH equilibrium was studied in HEK293
cells in which aS was overexpressed (HEK293-aS). How-
ever, because aS overexpression does not necessarily lead
to the formation of large inclusions that resemble LBs, we
also reproduced another well-established cellular aggre-
gation model (17). aS aggregation was triggered within
cells by introducing fragments of preformed aS fibrils
(seeds) in cell cytoplasm (HEK293-seeds). As control, we
used HEK293 cells transfected with the empty vector
(HEK293-empty). Supplemental Fig. S2 shows HEK293-aS
(on the left) andHEK293-seeds (on the right) stainedwith
an antibody against aS and imaged with a fluorescence
wide-field microscope (Fig. S2A) and a confocal fluores-
cence microscope (Fig. S2B). aS oligomers and small
aggregates are present in aS-overexpressing cells (11–13,
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18, 45), but their dimensions are below the optical reso-
lution of these microscopy techniques. In fact, in vitro
measurements for aS oligomers were performed with dif-
ferent techniques and showed that oligomeric species are
typically between 5 and 50 nm (10). Conversely, larger aS
inclusions are clearly observed in the cytoplasm of the cells
treated with seeds. These large aggregates are LB-like,
basedon thefibrillar aS presence, aSphosphorylation, and
ubiquitination (17).

We used the phasor approach to FLIM (32), to identify
and quantify the ratio of free:bound NADH intrinsic
autofluorescence in relation to aS overexpression and ag-
gregation in living cells. The phasor approach to FLIM
produces a phasor plot where the fluorescence emission
decay at each pixel of an image is represented in a 2-
dimensional histogram of coordinates (g and s), in which
every molecular species can be identified by its position
(36).NADHhas either a short or long lifetime component
depending on whether it is free or protein bound. In
cells, protein-bound NADH is characterized by a complex
multiexponential lifetime decay that has been related
to its binding to different enzymes, such as malate de-
hydrogenase and LDH (38). More importantly, phasor
FLIM of NADH has been demonstrated to be a robust
method to evaluate free and bound NADH fractions in
living cells and tissues (36, 42).

In Fig. 1A, the autofluorescence intensities for HEK293-
empty, HEK293-aS cells, and HEK293-seeds are shown.
The phasor transformation of the FLIM image was per-
formed to obtain the g and s coordinates of each pixel in
the phasor plot (32). Figure 1C corresponds to the typical
phasor FLIM signature from themultiexponential lifetime
distribution of NADH in live cells (36). The wide lifetime
distribution gives a characteristic elongated pattern that
reflects a mixture of free and bound NADH. Figure 1B
shows the relative concentration of free and boundNADH
within the cells, according to the location of the FLIM

phasor of these species (36). The FLIMmap (Fig. 1B) uses
a color scale to show the different relative concentrations
of free-to-bound NADH through a lifetime-based discrim-
ination (the longer lifetime in red, the shorter in blue).

The NADH FLIM maps and the corresponding phasor
plot (Fig. 1B, C, respectively) show a decrease in the value
of the ratio free:boundNADHuponaSoverexpression.An
analogous variation is observed when aS-overexpressing
cells are additionally treated with seeds. Several spots with
higherconcentrationsof boundNADH(red/orangecolor
in Fig. 1B, last panel ) are localized within the HEK293-aS
cells, but they are absent in the control, meaning that this
effect is induced by aS oligomerization or fibril formation.
We ask whether this variation in NADH lifetime is due to
a direct interaction ofNADHmolecules with aS aggregates
or to an indirect effect due to aS aggregate-induced tox-
icity, which most likely affects mitochondria, or a combi-
nation of the 2. Further experiments on aS aggregation in
the presence of NADH were performed in vitro to address
this point and will be discussed later.

In Fig. 2, microscopy images of the 2 different aS ag-
gregation conditions (HEK293-aS and HEK293-seeds) are
presentedwith the correspondingphasor plot. Thephasor
FLIM distribution is characterized by a bimodal distribu-
tion of bound NADH (red and green cursors in the plot),
which highlights different regions mainly at the cellular
membrane. This result suggests the presence in the cell of
multiplepopulationsofNADHbound todifferentproteins
and/or to the same protein in different aggregation states.
Interestingly, bound NADH species having an increased
lifetime are mainly localized in the cellular membranes.

To quantify the difference in the NADH fingerprint at
the single cell level, we calculated the cell phasor [i.e., the
average values for the phasor plot coordinates g and s
of each pixel in a cell (36)]. Figure 3 shows the average g
and s coordinates for the cells overexpressing aS and for
the control, both for the whole cell and for the cytoplasm

Figure 1. A) Two-photon fluorescence intensity images [color scale in arbitrary units (a.u.)] for HEK293 cells transfected with the
empty vector (HEK293-empty; left panel), aS (HEK293-aS; middle panel), and aS plus seeding (HEK293-seeds; right panel). B)
FLIM maps corresponding to the same region of interest of (A). The color scale represents different relative concentrations of
free-to-bound NADH according to the linear cursor in the phasor plot (C). C) Phasor plot histogram represents the distribution
of lifetimes in every pixel for 6 images for each sample. Color scale of the linear cursor goes from blue, corresponding to free
NADH, to red, corresponding to bound NADH. Scale bars, 30 mm.
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(Fig. 3A, B, respectively). The average g and s values cor-
respond to the average NADH lifetime in the whole cell or
in the cell cytoplasm. Two populations can be identified in
the scatter plot, and the difference in terms of g values is
statistically significant, as shown via t test (P = 6.6 3 1027).
There is still an overlap between the 2 populations that is
most likely due to those cells in the aS-transfected cell en-
semble that are not overexpressing aS because the trans-
fectionefficiency is;30%forHEK293 cells transfectedwith
pCDNA-aS in our experimental conditions.

The separation between the 2 populations is more sig-
nificant in terms of g coordinates (P = 5.73 10213), when
the average lifetime is calculated only for pixels within the
cytoplasm.TheNADHfluorescence signal in the cytoplasm
comes mainly from mitochondrial NADH, where its con-
centration is higher. Figure 3 shows the scatter plots for g
and s coordinates of HEK293-seeds, for the whole cells
(Fig. 3C) and the cell cytoplasm (Fig. 3D), compared to
the control (HEK293-empty). The 2 populations of cells
seem to be more similar than in the previous case, when
HEK293-aS cells were compared to HEK293-empty. The
t test showed a significant difference but gave a P = 0.003
for the whole-cell average NADH lifetime value, and
P = 0.0004 for the values estimated for the cell cytoplasm.
Moreover, the t test performed on the cell cytoplasm values
for the 2 aS aggregationmodels (HEK293-aS andHEK293-
seeds) is statistically significant (P, 0.001), suggesting that
aS overexpression and the consequent oligomer formation
in live cells affect boundand freeNADHpools in adifferent
way than for the scenario in which large inclusions are
formed in the cells upon seed treatment.

In vitro characterization of free and bound NADH
fractions in the presence of aggregated aS using
phasor approach to FLIM

To investigate whether species having longer NADH fluo-
rescence lifetimes (;.3.2 ns), are present when NADH is

incubated with monomeric aS or with aS aggregates, and
whether the longer lifetime could derive from a direct in-
teraction between NADHand aS, we performed an in vitro
assay. NADH in solution, NADH and monomeric aS,
NADHandLDH, and aSfibrils obtained in thepresenceof
NADH were all imaged to evaluate NADH lifetime. FLIM
analysis was performed on the 4 samples, and the results
are summarized in Fig. 4. Free NADH (red cursor in the
image) and LDH-NADH (green cursor) are located in the
phasor plot as expected and as previously published (36).
Monomeric aS (pink cursor in Fig. 4) does not induce
a variation inNADH lifetime; conversely, a strong variation
is caused by aS fibril formation (orange cursors in
Fig. 4A). We suggest that an NADH molecule can be
sequestered into an aS oligomeric species and amyloid
fibrils, changing its fluorescence properties upon bind-
ing and/or coaggregation.

Figure 4B shows the NADH lifetime distribution in the
phasor plot obtained for the aS aggregated in the presence
ofNADH. Figure 4B also shows how theNADH-containing
aggregating species in solution are characterized by a
broad range of lifetimes, ranging from the value corre-
sponding to free NADH to the one that was assigned to aS
fibrils in Fig. 4A. Using the orange selection cursor in Fig.
4B, we highlighted the NADH bound to aS aggregates
(Fig. 4D), which correspond to large brighter spots that
we showed by TEM to be aS fibrils in the intensity
image (Fig. 4C) (Supplemental Fig. S3: TEM images show
micrometer-long aS fibrils whose morphology is typical of
amyloid fibrils).

Spectral characterization of NADH fluorescence in
the presence of aggregated aS

To further characterize the differences in NADH proper-
ties in the presence of monomeric aS or when aS is ag-
gregated with NADH, we performed spectral phasor
analysis. This method is based on the idea of transforming

Figure 2. A) Zoomed-in fluorescence intensity images of a region of HEK293-aS and HEK293-seed cells. B) FLIM map
corresponding to the phasor plot on the right (C), where the pixels selected with the green and the red cursors represent 2
different populations of NADH-bound species with longer lifetimes and localized at the membranes. Our interpretation suggests
that these are the aS aggregates bound to NADH. Scale bars, 5 mm.
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the information contained in a fluorescence spectrum of
a single pixel in the spectral image into a coordinate to be
plotted in an x-y axis system, namely the spectral phasor
plot (37).Thepositionof thepoint in the spectral phasor is
associated with the wavelength at the maximum of the
spectrum (the angle) and to the spectrum width, which is
inversely related to the radial position of the phasor. As it is
shown in Fig. 5A, the spectral distributions corresponding
toNADH solution and to LDH-boundNADHcan be easily
distinguished in the spectral phasor plot, which is in good
agreement with the fact that the spectrum maximum of
NADH depends on its state (free or bound). Figure 5
reports also the spectral phasor plot (Fig. 5B) forNADH in
solutionwithmonomeric aS and for the sample containing
aS aggregated in the presence of NADH (Fig. 5C). The
distribution in the spectral phasor plot allows the de-
termination of the emission maximum for each sample
and the spectral width. For free NADH, lmax is 480.5 nm,
and the width is 46.2 nm, whereas for NADH in the pres-
ence of monomeric aS, lmax is 481.5 nm with a width of
43.4 nm. In Fig. 5A, B, the spectral phasor plots include all
the pixels from the image. Figure 5C presents values above
an intensity threshold set to eliminate free NADH fluo-
rescence signal to obtain a sharper pixel distribution in
plot. This analysis allowed for calculating the spectrum

maximum for NADH molecules that coaggregated with
aS (i.e., l is 476.6 and width is 47.5 nm). The shift of the
spectrum maximum to a shorter wavelength in compari-
son to freeNADH is in good agreementwithwhat has been
reported for the spectral variation of NADHupon binding
to several proteins (46).

From these data, it is clear that aS oligomerization and
aggregation in vitro cause a shift in the maximum fluores-
cence emission spectra of NADH.

NMR measurement of NADH bound to aS
aggregation products

To independently validate NADH direct binding to aS
aggregates, we performed in vitro NMR binding experi-
ments using 2 different NMR ligand-based approaches.
Different aliquots of a sample of recombinant aS (5 mM)
were incubated in a thermoshaker at 37°C and 1000 rpm.
1H NMR spectra were recorded on aS aliquots at different
incubation times to monitor protein signal. NADH was
then added to these aS aliquots and WaterLOGSY (47),
and R2 filter (transversal relaxation times) experiments
(48) were run on the mixtures to monitor the binding
ability of NADH (100 mM) to aS at the diverse protein
aggregation stages.

Figure 3. A and B) Scatter plot of the NADH cell phasor FLIM fingerprint from HEK293-empty and HEK293-aS cell samples.
Each point represents the average phasor value corresponding to the average value of g and s coordinates, in an individual cell of
the 2 samples, being g and s the coordinates of each pixel in the phasor plot. In (A), the average phasor value is calculated for the
whole cell and, in (B), only for the cell cytoplasm. C and D) Scatter plot of the phasor FLIM signature of cells in the HEK293-
empty and HEK293-seed samples. Each point is obtained as explained above, and (C) and (D) correspond to the analysis
performed on whole cells or for cell cytoplasm, respectively.
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Under the experimental conditions described above,
NADH 1HNMR signal variation, both in theWaterLOGSY
and R2 filter spectra, was observed only for samples after
12 days (T3) of protein incubation (Fig. 6), suggesting
binding to the aggregation products of aS. Only the NMR
signals in the 8.0–8.5 parts per million region, which cor-
respond to the 2 ring protons of the adenine of theNADH
molecule, are reported for clarity. For the samples after
22 days (T5) of protein incubation, a greater binding of
NADHisobserved, evidencedby a2-folddecreaseof theR2
filter signals and an almost complete disappearance of the
WaterLOGSY signals. NADH added to aS incubated for
33 days (T7) is not bound.

The1D1Hspectra recordedon the aS samples show that
the protein folding is altered during incubation (Supple-
mental Fig. S4). To investigate the aggregation state of aS
in the NMR samples, TEM images were collected from
specimens prepared after recording NMR spectra. The
presence of oligomeric species was observed for samples
prepared from aS incubated for at least 1 week. The NMR
samples obtained from aS incubated for 1 mo showed the
presence of mature aS fibrillar structures (Supplemental
Fig. S5).

There were 5 fluorinated molecules (see Materials and
Methods) alsomixed with aS at different incubation stages
to determine whether any compound other than NADH
could indiscriminately bind to aS (control). The presence
of fluorine allowed us to detect the potential binding to aS
through 19FNMRR2filter experiments (49, 50), which are
significantlymore sensitive than the experiments based on
proton detection. Twomolecules bound to aS after 22days
(T5), similar to the behavior found for NADH, whereas 3

molecules bound after 33 days (T7). NADH binding is
significantly reduced at this stage (Supplemental Fig. S6).

After 33 days (T7) of protein incubation, when fibrillar
aS structures are seen in the TEM images, NADH binds
poorly to aS compared to the binding to the protein in-
cubated for 22 days (T5), when the fibrillar aS structures
are less evident. The fluorinated species, however, bind to
aS both after 22 and 33 days of protein incubation. The
observed behavior supports the idea that NADH is able to
significantly bind to aS in a state that precedes mature
fibrils and large aggregate formation (12–22 days of pro-
tein incubation), whereas no binding of NADH can be
observed when only monomeric aS is present or aS fibrils
are at an advanced stage of formation. On the contrary, we
observed binding of the nonspecific fluorinated com-
pounds to aS only when the formation of the fibrils is ad-
vanced [i.e., it is most likely that the presence of aS fibrils
favors an unspecific interaction of the planar fluorinated
molecules with aS aggregates (Supplemental Fig. S6),
whereas when monomeric does not bind the fluorinated
molecules]. These observations are consistent with the
structural homologiesof thesemoleculeswithThioflavinT
(see Supplemental Fig. S7), a well-known intercalator of
amyloid fibrils.

DISCUSSION

The difference in fluorescence lifetime of intracellular
NADH has been used in the past to discriminate between
the bound fraction (mainly in mitochondria) and the free
NADH (mainly in the cytoplasm) of cells (36, 42, 51, 52).

Figure 4. A) In this phasor plot, the position
of the lifetimes corresponding to different
NADH-containing solutions is represented:
free-NADH (red cursor) and NADH bound
to LDH (green cursor) as references; mono-
meric aS (pink cursor) and NADH solution;
and aS aggregated in the presence of NADH
(orange cursor). Both the samples present-
ing aS show a variation in NADH fluores-
cence lifetime toward values corresponding
to bound NADH. B) Phasor plot correspond-
ing to aS aggregated in the presence of
NADH solution; it shows a broadened distri-
bution accounting for different molecular
species, probably aS oligomers or aggregates
that sequester NADH and change its fluo-
rescence properties. C) NADH fluorescence
intensity (color scale in a.u.) of aS aggre-
gated in the presence of NADH solution is
shown. D) In the selection map, the red
pixels selected in the phasor plot with the
red cursor represent the free NADH,
whereas the orange pixels correspond to
the large and bright aS aggregates in the
intensity map with bound NADH. Scale bars,
30 mm.
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The data presented here show that the fluorescence
propertiesofNADHinacell allowus touse thismoleculeas
an endogenous reporter for protein aggregation and/or
oxidative stress. The rationale for this approach is that
a decrease in the value of the free:bound NADH ratio in
a living cell can be correlated with an increase in the value
of the NAD+:NADH ratio (31), which in turn depends on,
among others things, oxidative stress and mitochondrial
damage.

Here, we observed an average increase in NADH life-
time in live cells upon aS overexpression. The HEK293-aS
cellular model is characterized by the formation of aS
oligomeric species, which cannot be detected with con-
ventional microscopy techniques but can be observed us-
ing advanced imaging methods (11, 12, 18, 45).

To monitor aS overexpression and aggregation effects
on cellular metabolism, we measured the NADH fluores-
cence lifetime in live cells. HEK293-aS cells in which aS is
overexpressed presented an increased fraction of bound
NADH, as detected from the increase in the average
NADH lifetime compared to control cells. This potential
probe of aS status in cells will now be discussed as to the
possible mechanisms that govern its behavior.

A robust correlation has been described in the literature
between aS oligomerization and oxidative stress (22, 53),
but the cause-and-effect relationship between the protein
oligomerization and the mechanism that leads to reactive
oxygen species production is still not completely defined.
Among the aS aggregation products, oxidative stress seems
to be induced mainly by aS oligomers (22, 30, 53, 54). In

our HEK293-aS cell model, the aS oligomeric forms cause
a decrease in the NADH:NAD+ ratio, which is reflected in
these measurements by the decrease of the free:bound
NADH ratio. Accordingly, it was reported that oxidative
stress (generated by H2O2) treatment can lead to a de-
tectable effect on the free and bound NADH pool in live
cells (52).

Another possible cause for the observed increase of ox-
idative stress in HEK293-aS is that aS oligomers directly
damage mitochondria (23, 25) or act through indirect
pathways leading to mitochondrial dysfunction (26–30).
Alterations in mitochondrial function induced by aS
oligomers may contribute to oxidative stress that again is
measured here as a variation in the free:bound NADH
ratio.

AlthoughHEK293-aS cells present an increasednumber
of aS and aS oligomeric species, HEK293-seed cells show
large aS inclusions (fibrils) whose formation is triggeredby
seeds. These large LB-like aggregates (17) are clearly ob-
served in confocal microscopy images (Supplemental Fig.
S1). The difference between the free:bound NADH ratio
in this model compared to the control HEK293-empty is
barely statistically significant; however, the variation be-
tween the 2 cellular populations in terms of the free:bound
NADH ratio is much lower than the value observed for
HEK293-aS cells.

One possible reason for the observed differences be-
tween HEK293-aS and HEK293-seed models is that aS
oligomeric species, formed upon aS overexpression and
responsible for oxidative stress in the HEK293-aS model,

Figure 5. Spectral phasor plot of free NADH in
solution and LDH-bound NADH (A), mono-
meric aS mixed with NADH in solution (B),
and of NADH aggregated with aS for 2 weeks,
with the associated selection map (C). The 360°
angle corresponds to the spectral range ob-
served (from 416.32 to 727.65 nm), and the
position of the pixel distribution in the spectral
phasor plot corresponds to the maximum of
the fluorescence spectra in each condition
when fit with a Gaussian profile. In the case
of NADH aggregated with aS, to obtain a less
noisy pixel distribution in the spectral phasor,
a threshold was selected to eliminate part of the
contribution due to free NADH, and the pixels
selected to obtain the estimated value for the
maximum of NADH spectrum when NADH was
aggregated with aS were those corresponding
to the aS aggregates in the Selection map.
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are recruited by aS seeds to build fibrils and inclusions in
HEK293-seeds. The recruiting reduces the number of aS
oligomers in the cell cytoplasmofHEK293-seeds andcould
account for reducedoxidative stress compared toHEK293-
aS cells.

A second possibility is that the measured increase of
NADH fluorescence lifetime in the HEK293-aS model is
ascribed toaS aggregates that directly bindNADH, causing
an increase in NADH fluorescence lifetime as demon-
strated for other protein-NADH complexes (55). To de-
termine whether the variation in NADH fluorescence
properties in HEK293-aS and/or HEK293-seeds may be
due to the sequestration of NADH by aS oligomers or
aggregates, we performed in vitro aS aggregation experi-
ments in the presence of NADH.By applying phasor FLIM
analysis to measurements performed in solution on aS
fibrils obtained in thepresenceofNADH,we foundbound
NADH, which is associated with longer lifetime values that
are in good agreement with the lifetimes measured in our
cellular models for aS aggregation. Therefore, we suggest
that bound NADH lifetime values observed in HEK293-
seeds could be at least in part associated with fibril-bound
NADH in live cells.

The spectral phasor approach applied to the studyof the
same sample showed that not only is NADH lifetime af-
fected by aS aggregation, but so are the NADH spectra. In
particular, there is a shift of 4 nm of the spectrum maxi-
mum toward shorter wavelengths, from 480.5 nm for the
free NADH to 476.6 nm for the NADH-aS fibrils.

An independent piece of in vitro evidence that
oligomeric/early fibrillar forms of aS are the species

competent to bind NADH was provided by the NMR
experiments that ruled out a direct interaction with the
monomeric form, the late mature fibrils, or the large
bundles of aS fibrils that can form in vitro at the latest
stages of the aggregation process. The result obtained in
vitro from analyzing aS aggregates is in agreement with
the data presented by Büchner et al. (56), which reported
a shift of the maximum NADH spectrum measured in
brain slices of a murine model for Alzheimer’s disease
(lmax, 459 nm) compared to free NADH in solution
(lmax, 469 nm). In this APP23 mouse model, the NADH
spectrum shift associated with an impairment of energy
metabolism occurred in presymptomatic animals. As in
our in vitro experiments, the NADH spectral property
variation was assigned to the presence of amyloid-b aggre-
gates.Anotherpoint thatdeservesmention in relation to the
interpretation of the data is that amyloid-b oligomers have
been reported to induce oxidative stress in the APP23
mouse model (57). An interesting hypothesis is that this
oxidative stressmayalsocontribute to theobservedvariation
in theNADHspectrum in theAPP23mousemodel because
redox-active aS oligomers affected NADH fluorescence
lifetime properties in our HEK293-aS. Overall, these obser-
vations suggest that the decrease in the free:bound NADH
ratio (i.e., in the NADH:NAD+ ratio) may be a common
feature of different neurodegenerative disorders associated
with both oxidative stress and protein aggregation.

The results obtained in vitro support the hypothesis
that the variation in NADH fluorescence properties
observed in aS aggregation cellular models may be due
to NADH sequestration by aS aggregates. However, aS

Figure 6. One-dimensional Water-
LOGSY (left panel) and R2 filter
(right panel) spectra recorded for
NADH (100 mM) in the absence
(black) or presence (red) of aS
aliquots incubated (5 mM at 37°C at
1000 rpm) for different time periods:
T0 (no incubation), T3 (12 days), T5
(22 days), and T7 (33 days).
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overexpression inHEK293 cells leads to an average protein
concentration that is on the order of 1 mM, and the seed
concentration used to treat HEK293 cells is 1 mM, whereas
the total NADH concentration in cells is expected to be in
the range ofmillimolars. Given these concentration values,
it seems implausible to completely ascribe the variation in
NADHfluorescence lifetime in cells to the sequestration of
NADH by aS aggregates, which are in lower concentration
compared to NADH in live cells. The results obtained in
vitro do not exclude that the observed variation inHEK293-
seed cells may be partially due to a residual oxidative stress
induced by a small fraction of aS oligomers not recruited
by amyloid fibril formation.

Variations in NADH fluorescence intensity have been
largely used to study cellular metabolism; however, the
studyofNADHfluorescence lifetimeor spectral properties
is definitely more reliable, being independent of absolute
NADH concentration, sample absorption properties, and
light scattering (42, 58, 59). Moreover, the phasor ap-
proach to FLIM and to spectral imaging provides a robust
fit-free method for data analysis that allows for the first
clear evaluation of NADH fluorescence property variation
in a cellular model for aS oligomerization (HEK293-aS)
and for LB-like formation (HEK293-seeds). As reported
here, the in vitrodeconstruction of the individual processes
that contribute to the in-cell variationofNADHfluorescence
properties isuseful toprove theirpresencebutdoesnotallow
us to reproduce the synergistic effects present in our aS cel-
lular paradigm between aggregation and oxidative stress.

To conclude, thedata reportedhere suggest thatNADH
autofluorescence properties could be used as label-free
endogenous reporters to measure aS-associated oxidative
stress as inducedby aSoligomerization at early stages of the
aggregation process in a cellular model and tomeasure aS
aggregate formation, relyingon theubiquitouspresenceof
the cofactor NADH.
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Supplementary data unit 1 

Figure S1  
Selected cell overexpressing aS and imaged in 
transmission and exciting at different wavelengths 
(brightfield, 720 nm, 740 nm, 760 nm, 800 nm and 
850 nm) to verify the absence of contributes due to 
other sources of autofluorescence, i.e. mainly flavins 
and lipofuscin. White bar correspond to 30 μm. 

Figure S2 
Immunocytochemistry of cells overexpressing aS (on the 
left) and overexpressing aS and treated with seeds (on 
the right). aS is stained in green, while the blue staining 
corresponds to the nuclei. Widefield imaging is shown in 
panel A (scale bar correspond to 20 mm), while confocal 
imaging is shown in panel B (scale bar correspond to 10 
μm). 

Figure S3 
TEM micrograph of aS fibrils obtained aggregating aS in the 
presence of NADH. aS fibrils formed in the presence of NADH 
resemble perfectly the morphology of the canonical fibrils that we 
observed and that were also shown by others before.  

Figure S4 
1D 1H NMR spectra of aS aliquots incubated 
(5 µM, 37 °C, 1.000 rpm) for different time 
periods T0 (no incubation), T3 (12 days), T5 
(22 days), T7 (33 days). Aliphatic region (0 – 
4.5 ppm) (right panel); aromatic region (5.5 - 
10 ppm) (left panel). 

1 



1 

Figure S5 
Time course of aS aggregation performed by 
TEM imaging. The time points are the samples 
used in the NMR experiment reported in 
Figure S4.  

Figure S6 
Comparison of 1D 19F NMR R2 filter spectra 
recorded for a mix of five fluorinated 
molecules (left panel) and 1H R2 filter spectra 
recorded for NADH (100M) (right panel) in 
the absence (black) or presence (red) of aS 
aliquots incubated (5 µM, 37 °C, 1.000 rpm) for 
different time periods T5 (22 days) and T7 (33 
days).  

Figure S7 
The structures of the five fluorinated molecules (A: 
1-[4-(5-Trifluoromethyl-imidazo[1,2-a]pyrimidin-7-
yl)-piperidin-1-yl]-ethanone; B: 5-Piperidin-3-yl-7-
trifluoromethyl-imidazo[1,2-a]pyrimidine; C: 2H-
chromen-3-yl-[2-(trifluoromethyl)-6,8-dihydro-5H-
imidazo[1,2-a]pyrazin-7-yl]methanone; D: 2-
methoxy-1-[4-[6-methyl-4-
(trifluoromethyl)isoxazolo[5,4-b]pyridin-3-yl]-1-
piperidyl]ethanone; E: [5-Amino-1-(4-
trifluoromethoxy-phenyl)-1H-pyrazol-4-yl]-
piperidin-4-yl-methanone) are reported together 
with NADH and Thioflavin T for comparison. 
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